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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Alignment 

Emotional Access Points  
(NEW ANATOMY- HEMF—Layers Collaboration) 
 

What? 
There are Emotional Access Points Located in the current emotion strata in the Layers 

System. They are overlaid by the emotion r-layer and r-strata of the HEMF which aligns 

to these points to give the r-layer greater use of emotional content.  This gives the 

persona access to deeper emotions and a more universal understanding of what those 

emotions mean to them. Understanding of emotions without contemplation, this is a felt 

sense knowingness and an essential part of experiencing an emotional life.  

 

The emotional layer has access to a larger bandwidth of emotional wisdom, function 

and purposeful action that is quite different from the more immediate experience of 

emotion the HEMF. The HEMF is reactive and deals exclusively with the experiential 

present moment feeling of emotion. Both experience emotion in the present tense and 

emotion is always that- present and immediate. But the way the emotional layer holds 

emotion in the present emotion strata includes sensation, history, and historical wisdom 

the HES has gleaned over lifetimes. Still in the present the expression of emotional 

maturity is based in this emotional content. 

 

Why? 

The HEMF r-emotional layer is only about the present life experience of a particular 

emotion and the load or charge it carries. The layer will hold signatures that are pure 

emotion and reactive to situations or experiences without learning from them or even 

really using them. It is purely experience and always now, and now, and now. There is 

no sequential learning. Only feeling or felt sense.  

 

 

How? 
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When the emotional access points are misaligned the emotion expressed by the 

persona feels false. Even though the person may be feeling the emotion strongly and 

feel justification for it the actual internal connection is missing. Their expression will not 

land. They “feel” to other people like they are making up the emotion or creating drama. 

They are feeling it but others cannot connect in any way except to run from them or get 

away as fast as they can from this false and manipulative energetic. It is wildly 

frustrating to all. A misaligned Emotional Access Point also allows the formation of 

Resonating Cords, which is a pathology related to HEMF Emotional Signatures. 

Realigning Emotional Access Points allows the release of Resonating Cords and a 

return to a less cluttered Emotional Layer, the HEMF and as a result greater holistic 

health.   
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